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Wireless Headset 

Dimensions Excl Headband (mm): 131l x 50w x 18h 

Weight (excl.  headband, incl.  battery): 27g 

Frequency: 1.880 – 1.900 Ghz (DECT) 

Range: Up to 120m. Range can be extended with 
multiple cells and repeaters. 

Battery Voltage: 3.7V DC 

Key Features 

New lightweight  & robust design 

DECT digital voice encoding means crystal clear audio. 

Large Push-to-Talk button 

Up to 1000 headsets can be conferenced 
simultaneously. 

OpenMic feature allows hands free duplex speech 

Easy to use mute feature allows headset to be silenced 
while dealing with customers 

Integrated battery with up to 48 hours battery life  
from a single charge 

Rapid recharge in less than 3 hours 

Voice Prompts 

Integrates with existing telephony  

Wide coverage up to 120m. Range extended simply by 
adding multiple cells and repeaters. 

Multiple interchangeable wearing styles (Over Ear, 
Headband, Neckbands, ear piece)  

Users share headsets, whilst retaining their own 
personal ear cushion and wearing style 

VOCOVO headsets offer simple to use wireless Team Communications , with 
crystal clear audio enabling your teams to communicate instantly across the widest 
areas.  

Bui lt  around proven DECT digital technology, communications between 
staff members is simple and intuitive. Forget crackling walkie-talkies, poor voice 
quality, and barged in conversations. With VOCOVO conferenced technology, 
colleagues are free to concentrate on the task, not the tool. 

The robust headset has been ergonomically designed with detachable wearing 
styles. The padded earpiece and lightweight construction make it both flexible and 
comfortable to wear, essential for a headset with up to 48-hour battery life. 

Integrating with the range of VOCOVO input devices, the wireless headset relays 
audio messages generated at CallPoints and at the checkout via Keypads or any 
imaginable input source (temperature sensors, footfall counters, etc.).  

With telephony integration VOCOVO headset users are now able to answer 
incoming customer calls and make outgoing telephone calls to a set of numbers.   

Advanced features of the VOCOVO Headset include inbuilt Voice Prompts to take 
the guesswork out of using a headset. OpenMic feature for hands free full duplex 
speech. Extensive menu options to enable advanced telephony integration 
(Speed Dial, Conference Switch/Merge, Callbacks, CallForward, etc.). 

 


